# SUMMER SESSIONS
UC Davis

## INTERDISCIPLINARY Programs

### INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES OFFERED DURING SUMMER SESSIONS 2015

#### SUMMER SESSION 1
**June 22 - July 31**

- AAS 181  Hip Hop In Urban America
- AMS 005  Technol in Amer Lives
- AMS 059  Music and Culture
- AMS 130  American Pop Culture
- CHI 170  Contemp Iss in Chi Art
- CHI 172  Chi Poster Workshop
- CHN 120  Advanced Chinese
- NAS 005  Intro to Native Am Lit
- NAS 010  Native American Exp
- WMS 050  Intro Gender Studies
- WMS 070  Sexualities

#### SUMMER SESSION 2
**August 3 - September 11**

- AMS 010  Intro American Studies
- AMS 030  Images of America
- ASA 150E  Southeast Asian Amer Exp
- CHI 050  Intro to Chicano Culture
- CHI 114  Reproductive Health
- CHI 120  Chi Psychology
- CHI 130  US-Mex Border Relations
- NAS 005  Intro to Native Am Lit
- WMS 103  Intro to Fem Theory
- WMS 170  Queer Studies

Courses are subject to change and cancellation. Check SISWEB for updated course lists.
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